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Day 1

Brunei – Shanghai – Chengdu

（L/D）

Today, assemble at Brunei Airport and take a flight to Chengdu. Upon arrival, you will be welcomed meet our local professional tour guide.
Thereafter, you will visit Chunxi Road which is the most thriving and famous shopping street in Sichuan. This street is well-know its relax living
style as well beautiful scenery in the surrounding. After that you will be driving to Mao Xian. On the way, you will also be visiting to “Plateau
Honey Farm”; this is where you can buy your genuine honey mage product. Finally, check in Mao Xian hotel after the first day tour.

Day 2

Chengdu – Jiuzhaigou

（B/L/D）

Today, take a domestic flight to Jiuzhaigou. Upon arrival, visit Ganhaizi. There, the water is very clean and the cattle are everywhere. During
spring, the Ganhaizi seems yellow, compare with the red leaves and white snow mountain, and seems very wonderful. (If weather allows, we
will go to Huanglong Gou. This scenic spot is the result of the formations of talpatate which give a special color to ponds and beaches. Together
with high mountains, snow covered peaks, valleys, waterfalls, lakes and forests, these talpatates look especially marvelous. Among the various
unique and wild scenes of the scenic area, one of the most eye-catching is the Huanglong (Yellow Dragon) Ravine. The ravine, located at the
foot of the Xuebao Peak in the Minshan Mountain, is 3.6 kilometers long and 30-170 meters wide. In the sunshine, the ravine looks like a golden
dragon winding its way through the forest. In the ravine are a variety of talpatate scenes, such as talpatate ponds, beaches, waterfalls, caves
and dykes. However, the 3400 colorful talpatate ponds in different shapes, sizes and colors are the most attractive.)

Day 3

Jiuzhaigou

（B/L/D）

After breakfast, we will visit the world’s most beautiful place - Jiuzhaigou. It becomes a world renowned scenic spot because of its diversity in
natural scenery which includes snowy peaks, double waterfalls, colorful forest and green sea. Furthermore, Tibetan customs are another
attraction. The Ravine boasts a number of unique features. The mountains, lakes, natural primeval forest, beautiful flowers all make jiuzhaigou
a fairyland. Scenes change according to the season and the area is particularly colorful shoals add to color and the green trees, red leaves,
snowy peaks and blue skies are reflected from lakes and rivers. Trees grow in the water and flowers blossom in the middle of lakes.

Day 4

Jiuzhaigou – Chengdu

（B/L/D）

After breakfast, take a domestic flight to Chengdu. Then go to Xingfu Meilin. Xingfu Meilin is the second biggest plum forest in China. There are
more than 200 kinds of plums, during winter, the sweet smell of plums is everywhere and the whole atmosphere seems very romantic. Or we go
to Longquan to join the annual peach festival (this place a biggest peaches base in China). Seeing from afar, the pink peach bloom all the hills
and look like rosy clouds of dawn. Or go to Shixianghu to see the tulip. When you go there, you will find yourself in the Netherlands. (Flower
base on the weather condition)

Day 5

Chengdu – Hailuogou

（B/L/D）

Departure to destination passing through Cheng Ya Highway and the longest tunnel of Asia—Erlang Mountain tunnel; which is the highest
highway in china with 4176 meters height above sea-level. Here you have the chance to see the beautiful scenery in the peak of Erlang Mountain.
At that time, you can see a glory see sighting - Masculine and feminine elements. Later, we’ll arrive in Moxi Town. It is ancient town where full
of customs of ethnic minorities.

Day 6

Hailuogou

（B/L/D）

After breakfast, proceed to Hailuogou (conch valley), situated 380km from the east of Chengdu. It is celebrated for its modern glacier of low
sea level, large icefall and spring, Glacier of conch valley, stretching the primitive forest, which is 2850m above sea level, is 15km long and is
generally acknowledged as one which lays the lowest sea level of the same latitudes and can be provided to the public. We will take the cable
car up to the Glacier No1 the icefall is 500-1100m wide and 1080m high and is the largest icefall of China. The Glacier tongue is 5.7km long with
various appearances, such as arch city gate and crevasse etc. There are 3 bath springs and the water temperature keeps 50-80 degree C all the
year. From where we can see the highest peak of Congga Mountain, Glacier Forest Park and watch “Mountains in the Sun”

Day 7

Hailuogou — Scenic Spot of Kangding Love Song

（B/L/D）

After breakfast, visit Scenic Spot Kangding Love Song. It is located at northern part of Kangding Country, the capital of Ganzi Tibetan
Autonomous Prefecture, and is an important part of Mount Gongga scenic spot. The spot contains Mugecuo, Red Sea Prairie, Horse Competing
Platform, Dujuan Gorge, Yao Pool and Fo Spring, Seven Color Lake and Green Grassland etc, where there are snowy mountain peak, green
mountain foot, colorful flowers and blue water. This place witnesses different scenes in the four seasons: lush mountains and chattering streams
in spring; colorful flowers and chirping birds in summer; red and golden leaves in autumn; snowy wonderland in winter.

Day 8

Kangding - Danba Beauty Valley

（B/L/D）

There is a Chinese proverb says like this: Danba’s handsome men vs Danba’s beautiful women. Danba was called Zhanggu in Tibetan which
means town on a rock. Danba County in China is the first county that the Daduhe River flows into. Thousands of towers were building by the
Jarong Tibetan people in the valleys around the river. Many of these towers and other ancient ruins can still be seen today. The people living
here still keep to their traditional customs and architecture in a unique way. “The valley of beautiful Girls” is also not to be missed.

Day 9

Danba — Luding — Langqiao Night View

（B/L/D）

Today, we depart for Luding and visit Luding Bridge. Luding bridge had played a very important role in Chinese revolution years, today it
becomes a special scenery which teaches us to cherish present’s peace and happiness. At night, we will appreciate the wonderful Langqiao
Night View.

Day 10 Chengdu – Shanghai – Brunei

（B）

Today, free at leisure. Till the time, transfer to airport, and take a flight home.
Note: Please refer to Chinese itinerary strictly! The trip will be confirmed by Chinese agent finally!

